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Join the Danish Pavilion at

OTC 2020
Houston, TX, 4 - 7 May 2020

Join the Danish Pavilion at OTC 2020!

Experience the power and visibility of participating at the joint Danish pavilion at the
world’s largest offshore exhibition OTC 2020 in Houston where appr. 60,000 visitors
are expected to visit the exhibition.
Offshore Denmark arranges the Danish pavilion for the 20th time at OTC and after
so many years, the Danish pavilion has consolidated its position in the main hall.
The waiting list for exhibiting in the main hall is long, but participation at the Danish
pavilion secures direct access to this hall.
Offshore Denmark handles most practical details and frames the Danish pavilion with
visibility and joint marketing in order for you to have the best conditions to meet the
buyers and focus on sales.
Cooperation with Offshore Denmark and the rest of the Danish exhibitors gives you:

• Events and strong unity
• Furnished stand – centrally placed in the exhibition area
• Strong international cooperation
• Experienced and serviceminded organisor
• Joint marketing
• Networking opportunities
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The joint export drive at
OTC 2020 also includes:

Offshore
Denmark
plans a joint
export drive towards
the American offshore
market - this takes place at OTC
2020, 4 - 7 May 2020 in Houston, TX,
USA, where Offshore Denmark for the 20th
time arranges a Danish pavilion with Danish export
companies within the oil and gas industry.
In 2019 more than 59,000 attendees from 100 countries
attended the exhibiton.
The export drive is aimed at Danish companies who
manufacture and deliver products, services, components and
material to the offshore industry. The aim is to create strategic
cooperation where Danish companies strengthen their
business in an expanding and demanding market.
On the next pages you will find more information about
prices, signing up and terms & conditions.
Contact us at info@offshore-denmark.dk or tel.
+45 30 28 99 75 to book your stand today or
get more information.

Offshore Denmark
handles the practical details
in order for you to focus on the
most important

- selling and establishing and
maintaining existing relations.

• Market information
• Information meeting and ongoing
information
• Listing in OTC’s online Exhibitor
List Index and in the Conference
Program and Exhibit Guide
• Listing in Supplier Index at
www.offshore-denmark.com
• Detailed exhibitor manual which
easens participation for even the
inexperienced exhibitor
• Exhibitor badges

”The joint marketing
we get by participating at the
joint stands is very efficient
and has great impact.”
Niels Storgaard Jensen,
Sales & Development Manager,
Fjero A/S

THE PRICES

The Danish Trade Council has, november 2019, decided not to give subsidy to this joint export drive

❑



❑

General conditions for export drive in the offshore sector “OTC 2020”

Project conditions for OTC 2020

(Supplement to binding registration form/Tilmeldingsskema)
The conditions below are valid in relation to registration for the export drive “OTC 2020” unless they have been deviated from in another
written agreement between the parties. For the sake of good order we also inform as per GDPR that signing the Registration Form you
accept that we may register data on your company and persons being connected to this Export drive at OTC2020.
1.

The conceptual basis for participation in this export drive is a binding registration form filled out by the exhibiting company plus these
present project conditions. The extent and terms of the export drive are outlined in the specific presentation and description provided by
the project supplier, Offshore Denmark ApS, from here on referred to as Offshore Denmark.
The export drive “OTC 2020” will only be carried out to its full extent, if at least 80% of the full 130 m² stand area is sold before 1
November 2019. Offshore Denmark has submitted an order for space and paid a 50% deposit, which will be lost by a cancellation.
Therefore, a binding registration from the participating companies is required. The full balance for Offshore Denmark is due to OTC
before 13 January 2020.

2.

Once the binding registration form is returned to Offshore Denmark, the company is obligated to pay the price stated in the
presentation. The price is based on a minimum number of participants. If Offshore Denmark cannot secure this minimum number of
participants, Offshore Denmark can cancel the export drive or choose to send out a revised presentation with new prices which can
form the foundation for an export drive with a reduced group of participants.
Payment must proceed according to the following plan:
First rate: 50 % of the price + registration fee is paid after invoice is received. Second rate: 50 % of the price no later than 1 December
2019. The time allowed for payment is 14 days from date of invoice. If these terms of payment are not met, interests on overdue
payments will be collected cf. conditions stated on invoice. Terms and conditions may be subject to changes as well as prices due to
changes in rate of exchange and major cost increases beyond our control.
Should Offshore Denmark choose not to carry out the export drive due to lacking interest, all payments will be returned without
deductions of any kind. If a participating company wishes to cancel or reduce its participation, whatever the reason, Offshore Denmark
has a claim on the full price agreed.
Offshore Denmark will apply for subsidy from The Trade Council for the export drive, but cannot be held responsible for the approval. If
the Trade Council rejects the application, the companies registered must pay the full amount for the export drive. Provided that our
application is approved, there are conditions attached in regards to the number of small or medium-sized companies participating and
also requirements for evaluation of the project. If we receive subsidy, the companies will receive this after the exhibition, when the
report and accounts have been approved by The Trade Council. The size of the subsidy can vary from information in the sales
brochure.

3.

The company itself is responsible for taking out insurances on luggage, goods and public liability in connection with the project. The
companies themselves must defray travel- and accommodation expenses plus all expenses relating to proper time and the use of their
own brochure- and sales material.
The company must man the stand during the entire exhibition period. The stand may not be handed over or sold on (partially or
completely) without Offshore Denmark’s written permission. No co-exhibitor (agent, distributor or related company) can exhibit without a
written accept from Offshore Denmark.

4.

The information given and received by the company is considered confidential and project participants are not allowed to pass on such
information without the acceptance of the respective companies. Offshore Denmark will not take on any obligations or responsibility for
any breaches to third parties.

5.

Offshore Denmark cannot be held responsible for damages caused by tortuous act in connection with the participant’s use of project
materials or methods, and the participants cannot demand restitution from project holder for any loss, disadvantage or damage in
connection with any flaws and lacks in the acquired project knowledge or the carried-out export drive, even if the cause should be
inadvertent actions or omissions committed by project supplier or associated employees.
Nor can project supplier be held responsible for incidents and consequences stemming from war, strike, lock-out, political conditions,
force majeure, or any other circumstances beyond the control of the project supplier. Likewise, in case of cancellation of the export
drive due to the above-mentioned conditions, the participating companies are obligated to pay their share of agreed commitments and
expenses already defrayed in connection with the project, unless these costs are covered by another party.

6.

Products, deliveries and services, which are not included in the project, will only be delivered against separate payment and only with
reference to written order confirmation.

7.

Ownership of the project and materials developed, including websites, computer models etc., remain with the project supplier, and
copying of project material is only allowed after written agreement with Offshore Denmark.

8.

Our services are subject to VAT cf. current law.

9.

Project supplier reserves the right to change the content and development of the project along the way and to replace consultants and
other resource personnel.

10.

All disputes between the parties in relation to this agreement or its interpretation in connection with the project are settled amicably, or if
not possible, at the Danish court of arbitration at the court in Aarhus, Denmark.

C:\Users\jan\OneDrive\Documents\Offshore Denmark\OTC folder\Terms-conditions-OTC2020-July2019_final.docx
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WHAT’S NEW IN 2020

GEOGRAPHIC BREAKDOWN**

For the last five decades, OTC has played a major role in
connecting people from more than 130 countries to collaborate
and discuss the challenges and solutions encountered in the
industry. Advancements in the marine renewables sector have
made an impact on a global scale. To manage the changes in
the offshore industry, OTC is expanding its technical session
content to include all aspects of marine renewables.

“OTC is our largest trade show of the year. As this
show is well attended by both our international and
domestic customers, it provides us a unique face
to face opportunity to introduce and discuss our
new product technologies and market strategies...
OTC gives us a strategic gauge of the present market
conditions and an outlook for the coming year.”
— Kim Lamont, GoWell International

INTERNATIONAL
ATTENDANCE

25%

UNITED STATES
ATTENDANCE

75%

TOP INTERNATIONAL COUNTRIES (OVER 500 ATTENDEES)

What Attendees and Exhibitors Think About OTC

• 94% of attendees gave OTC 2018 an overall
positive rating.
• Numerous exhibitors are able to sign multi-million dollar
contracts or MOUs at the event.
• 98% of those attending OTC 2018 would recommend the
conference to others.

The World Comes to OTC

OTC delivers a unique experience for exhibitors to interact
with global energy experts as they share their insights on
technological advances, safety, and environmentally focused
solutions, and economic and regulatory impacts.

China

United Kingdom

Nigeria

Mexico

Canada

Netherlands

Norway

Brazil

Republic of Korea

Italy

PRIMARY BUSINESS**

This is your opportunity to engage with world leaders,
royalty, CEOs, and US elected officials at OTC 2020.

18%

21%

Service

Equipment/
Supplies

OTC provides the ability for companies to develop business
relationships and tap into emerging regions that are vital
to offshore development. Even those who are new to the
marketplace have seen that by participating in OTC, they
obtain recognition necessary for their growth and visibility to
thousands of industry professionals.

17%

Operating
Company

10%

11%

14%

Engineering/
Construction

Other

Consulting
Company

3%

4%

2%

Government/
Library/Education

Contractor

Financial

JOB CLASSIFICATION**
Sales and Marketing

Executive

22%

Manager/ Supervisor/
Foreman

Panel Session, OTC 2018

19%

Other

Consultant

15%

Staff Engineer/
Scientist

12%

University Student/
Academia

6%

7%

Business
Operations

11%

Research and
Development

4%

3%

Supervisor/
Foreman

1%

“I have been attending OTC since 1975. Each year has
always exceeded my expectations, even during the
industry downturns. I was very impressed with the
new products and systems devoted to ‘AI’.”
— 2018 Attendee
**Based on OTC 2018 attendee and exhibitor registration data.
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Source: OTC 2020 - 2020.otcnet.org
Source and layout: Offshore Technology Conference

”A successful exhibition requires management
of many practical details. Offshore Denmark
takes care of this and even accommodation and
networking activities too. Offshore Denmark offers
joint pavilions at profitable exhibitions, and in the
future we will participate again.”

Olav Brøchner
Managing Director

“We started the cooperation with Offshore Denmark
back in 2010, when we wanted to participate at the
ONS exhibition in Stavanger. We had no experience
with exhibitions at this point, and therefore it was
natural for us to enter into cooperation with Offshore
Denmark – and we have not regretted this. Offshore
Denmark is 100 % on top of all practical aspects
regarding the exhibition, layout of the stands, service
etc. The joint marketing that we get by participating
at the joint stands is very efficient and has great
impact. All this means that we can focus entirely on
our customers, who of course are the main reason
why we participate at exhibitions. This also means
that we are planning more events with Offshore
Denmark, since we without hesitation can say that
our company experiences growth by participating at
the joint stands.”

Niels Storgaard Jensen,
Sales & Development Manager

”We always experience a joint Danish Pavilion 100%
ready from day 1! It is a pure plug’n’play experience
and solution to participate at Offshore Denmark’s
pavilions where we can focus on selling and nursing
the customers as Offshore Denmark takes care of
the practical details.”

Steen Helberg
Global Marketing Manager

“EVAPCO Air Solutions focuses on establishing
networks around the world, and we therefore
participate at several exhibitions each year. We
see a large advantage in the fact that Offshore
Denmark handles almost all preparations - a
well-structured and a positive experience. In this
way we can concentrate on selling our products
and taking care of our customers before and
during the exhibitions. Offshore Denmark is a very
professional organization, which rubs off on both
the exhibitors at the joint stands as well as the
visitors at the exhibitions, and EVAPCO can highly
recommend Offshore Denmark as a networking
cooperation partner.”

Nicolas Thyge
Marketing Coordinator
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